Winter 2018

CPSC 599/601 - Computer Haptics

Programming Assignment #3
Due Date: Wednesday, February 27, 11:59 PM
Thus far, you have rendered haptic virtual objects as potential fields, magnetic fields,
implicit surfaces, and even explored basic surface properties in terms of Coulomb
friction. In this assignment, you will be rendering simple, but rich polygonal models
with force shading and haptic textures. You will also have the opportunity to explore
basic workspace management. This assignment is a bit more involved than the previous
ones, and may require a slightly deeper understanding of the CHAI3D library, so we
definitely recommend starting early!
This assignment is worth a total of 15 points, with an addition possibility of earning a
“bonus” designation. Since the bonus is a binary state, it will only be awarded to
submissions that do an exemplary job of meeting the requirements.

Getting Started
As with the previous two assignments, start by copying and renaming the “GLFW”
application template located in the “templates” folder of the CHAI3D package.
Download the additional starting file archive (CPSC.86-Assignment3-Code.zip) from
the course web site and unpack it into your local folder. You will need to replace
application.cpp with the one provided, then add MyProxyAlgorithm.cpp/h and
MyMaterial.cpp/h to your Visual Studio project, Xcode project, or makefile as well.
The main function is in application.cpp, which sets up the scene with an interaction
cursor and nine little trays, loaded from a model file, each destined to have its own
unique texture. It also sets up the cToolCursor instance to use your custom proxy
rendering algorithm. The MyForceAlgorithm class inherits the CHAI3D implementation
of the god-object rendering algorithm, and allows you to extend it to include both
procedural and image-mapped haptic textures. The MyMaterial structure inherits
CHAI3D’s cMaterial, allowing you to specify additional material properties as needed.

Part I - Workspace Management (3 points)
When you first launch the template application, there will be nine objects rendered,
with one focused in the centre of your visual field and workspace. It is already set up to
use the god-object algorithm (actually an instance of “MyProxyAlgorithm”) to render
the objects, so you can already touch the tray model. However, notice that your haptic
device’s workspace does not extend far enough to reach all of the objects in the scene.
Your first task is to implement a method of managing your workspace so that you can
“move over” to the other objects using the haptic interface alone. You may use any of
the techniques discussed in lecture, in the readings, or even invent your own (provided
it works effectively and gracefully, of course). You may either move the camera with
your workspace, or simply move it back far enough to see all the objects, whichever
works best with your chosen workspace management technique.
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Notes & Hints:
‣

For fear of stating the obvious, it is not acceptable to simply increase the radius
of your device workspace (or correspondingly shrink the objects) to encompass
all the models! The device workspace must be kept relatively small so that you
have enough resolution to feel the finer details in the haptic textures for part III.

‣

Activating a rate control technique only when the device position is near its
workspace bounds can prove quite effective for the scene in this assignment.

‣

Try adding some force feedback to your workspace algorithm to see if it
improves the user experience. For instance, it may help mimic the feel of
resistance from a joystick or similar device when doing rate control.

Part II - Force Shading & Procedural Textures (4 points)
If you run the avatar along the inside of one of the objects, you will be able to feel the
individual facets that make up the shape, even though it looks smooth. Observe the
force direction discontinuity when you move between facets. Implement the force
shading algorithm to make the shapes feel smooth as well. Note that this can be
accomplished easily by turning on “haptic shading” within the object’s material.
Nevertheless, you may wish to create your own implementation of force shading, by
modifying the updateForce() method in MyProxyAlgorithm, to serve as a warm-up for
later parts of this assignment. You will still receive full credit if you decide to use the
CHAI3D implementation of force shading instead.

Procedural Bumps

Procedural Friction

Now find the object with the texture labelled “bumps”. Implement a procedural texture
(i.e. using a mathematical function) for the material of that object, by perturbing the
surface normal or adjusting the proxy position, so that we can feel bumps on the
surface that correspond with the stripes on the object.
Finally, find the object with the texture labelled “friction” and implement another
procedural texture for its material. This time, instead fo creating bumps, modulate the
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friction across the surface to correspond with the visual bands. Make the blue bands
smooth and the rocky tan-coloured bands rough. When you move the avatar across the
bands, you should feel as if you were going from a smooth, slippery surface to a rough,
sticky surface, and back. This object’s surface should remain flat (or technically, curved)
– don’t introduce bumps, but keep your force shading on.
Notes & Hints:
‣

The haptics should match the visuals to the extent possible. You may not receive
full credit if, for example, the frequency of your bumps is noticeably different
from what is shown visually.

‣

Your textures should still work and feel as expected when touching the curved
sides of the tray objects. In other words, if you move the avatar along the inside
walls, you should still feel forces (normal and tangential/lateral) that are
consistent with the surface normal direction.

‣

The MyMaterial structure is provided to you as a handy way to specify
additional custom material properties for each object, should you need them.

Part III - Image-Mapped Textures (5 points)
This part is the main focus of the assignment. You will likely have noticed that there are
five other objects with a variety of visual textures on them. Your final task is to use the
texturing algorithms from Part II to create haptic surface textures for these objects.
Each colour texture image is associated with a height map, a normal map, and a
roughness map. Use either the height map or the normal map to render bumps
corresponding to the visual image, that you can feel when you move the avatar across
the surface. Use the roughness map to modulate the friction across the surface. Set the
height and strength of the bumps and the friction coefficients for each material so that
they feel as much like their real-world counterparts as you can achieve.

Colour Map

Height Map

Normal Map

Roughness Map

Finally, apply two different textures of your choosing to the two last objects labelled
with a question mark. Either create your own textures, use freely available images, or
perhaps other images that you own or have the rights to use. Be creative in choosing
textures that show off the merits of your work. We may not award you full credit in this
part if we are wholly unimpressed with how these two additional textures feel.
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Cork

Fabric

Tiles

Scales

Notes & Hints:
‣

In theory, CHAI3D does have the capability to render image-mapped textures.
However, the implementation that exists in the library does not produce a result
that feels nearly as good as what you are doing here, and is also rather buggy. If
you are so inclined, turn on this functionality to see what it feels like. You may
examine this sub-optimal implementation if you think it will help you with
yours, but you will not receive any credit for this part if you simply copy or use
the built-in texture rendering.

‣

You will need to create or obtain a colour (albedo) map, normal or height map,
and a friction (roughness or glossiness) map for each of your own two textures.
We’ve bookmarked a few web sites that offer high quality texture maps for free,
in case your Photoshop or GIMP skills are not that great:

‣

-

https://freepbr.com/

-

http://www.textures.struffelproductions.com/tagged/all

-

https://www.poliigon.com/search?is_free=true

-

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
0B4hOzd4dOChqM041UGZjT1NPU0U

If your implementation uses height maps, and the texture(s) you want to use
only have normal maps, or vice-versa, there are some tools you can use to
generate one from the other. Here are two that we’ve used before:
-

http://cpetry.github.io/NormalMap-Online/

-

https://www.crazybump.com/

Bonus Part - Texture-Texture Contact
If you are feeling ambitious, try implementing the method described by Otaduy et al.
(2004) to render your textures for bonus points. You will need to make your avatar
much larger so that you can put a texture on its surface. Add the ability to switch
textures on your avatar to demonstrate the feel of texture-on-texture contact.
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Assignment Questions (3 points)
These questions help you think about various aspects of implementing the assignment,
and it may be helpful to read through and think about them before starting on your
code. You may include a separate file in your submission with your answers, or simply
append your answers to your “readme” file.
1. Briefly explain the workspace management technique you chose to implement
in Part I. What are the specific advantages of using your technique over others?
2. When the friction coefficient(s) vary across a surface, you will need to retrieve
the coefficients at a specific location to render the friction. What position (i.e.
device position, projected device position, proxy position, target proxy
position, etc.) is the correct one to use to look up your friction coefficients, and
why?
3. Describe the key ways in which your algorithm or implementation would differ
for Part III, if you were to use normal-map images versus height-map images.
Which type of image did you choose to use, and why?

Submitting the Assignment
You should normally just submit the source code for any file(s) you modified or created.
Please do not send us back the CHAI3D libraries or any other large compiled binaries!
We will compile your program with a pristine copy of CHAI3D when we grade your
assignment.
Include a “readme” file with your submission. Give brief instructions on how to use
your software, and any gotchas we may encounter while grading it. If you did not
complete your assignment using the provided Visual Studio development environment,
please indicate which platform and environment you used. You may also write in this
document anything else you’d like us to know about your submission.
Completed assignments should be submitted through the course Desire2Learn site
under the appropriate dropbox before 11:59 PM of the due date. Please indicate any
late days used.
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